Experience the nature

Organized by: Tourist Organization of Municipality Petrovo; Scouts organization "Sv. Nicholas
" Kakmuž-Petrovo

Brief description of the daily tours: The daily tours offer the excitement and adventure in the
nature. The offer includes one-day group excursions for children, adolescents, adults,
pensioners and people with disabilities:
- Magic Forest: Children of primary school age 7-15 years. Experiencing and meeting the
forest through the game.
- Time only for us : experience nature through hiking for adults and pensioners. Enjoy one
day different from everyday life, feel comfortable in nature.
- The nature for all senses: A new experience for people with disabilities

Duration: All arrangements are one-day excursions

Itineraries:

One-day packages offer more features and are individually designed for groups (eg. the
possibility of choosing paths, pedagogical aspects, visits to cultural and religious monuments,
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etc.)

Timetable arrangements for children excursions: 11:00 to 17:00 and the other from 08:00 to
17:00

The target group of tourists: The target groups are local and foreign tourists such as:
children, teenagers, adults, pensioners and people with disabilities

Number of participants / visitors by arrangement: For all packages groups of 15 to 20

Individual prices by arrangement:

Price for children day trips is 3,50 KM/ 1,80 EUR

Prices for other day trips is 5,00 KM /2,50 EUR

Price includes:
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For all arrangements it includes insurance and a professional guide, and for the arrangements
for children a professional animator and adequate equipment.

CONTACT:

Pero Zivkovic, director of the Tourist Organisation of Petrovo,

GSM: ++ 387 (0) 65 920 165

Zoran Vasic, Chief of scout organization "St. Nicholas" Kakmuž-Petrovo and coordinator of the
NGO "OZ - Petrovo,"

GSM: + 387 (0) 65 234 478

top.petrovo@gmail.com

ozpetrovo@gmail.com
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OR

ASSOCIATION „SLOW TOURISM“ Bosnia and Herzegovina

ADDRESS: Ulica Prva bb, 72230 Žepče

TEL/FAX: +387 (0) 32 880 273

EMAIL: sporiturizambih@gmail.com ,

info@slowtourismclub-bih.org
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